
Unleash Innovation with the perfect blend of technology, 

process improvement and executive supply chain experience  

Flexible Shipping Solutions for your Business Needs 
ProcessWeaver and EBI Consultancy - Bundled Services 

Process Weaver partners with EBI Consultancy to offer the most comprehensive 

multi-carrier manifesting inbound & outbound shipping solutions for ERP landscapes, 

complementing EBI’s consultancy services and devotion to providing their customers 

access to best practices, world-class advice and end to end distribution solutions. 

 

With a multi-carrier shipping solution all shipping stations can be consolidated into one! 

All shipments from all carriers can be picked-packed, processed and tracked all from 

within ProcessWeaver’s suit of shipping solutions. The real-time connection to the carri-

ers allows users to print carrier compliant labels as well as shipping documentation and 

track both inbound and outbound shipments from the familiarity of their current ERP 

interface. The solutions require minimal training as they integrate seamlessly with the 

ERP landscape. 

 

EBI Consultancy assists its clients in becoming high-performance enterprises, by lever-

ing their unparalled level of business and industrial experience and providing high qual-

ity commercial, management, and supply chain consulting services, to help improve 

their clients shareholder value, operating cycles, financial performance and supply 

chain operations and networks. 

 

In a fast-track world, EBI Consultancy makes it their business to support your business 

with the help of ProcessWeaver and their comprehensive suite of multi-carrier shipping 

solutions. 

Key Benefits 

 Consolidate shipping stations and 

print all documents regardless of car-
rier from one shipping station 

 Centralized  shipping labels rendered 

in real time  

 Extendable to your suppliers inbound/

outbound shipping  applications 

 Enterprise Track & Trace (ETT) pro-

vides track and trace details, proof of 
delivery, signature information, and 
scan details from carriers.  

 Enterprise Centralized Shipping (ECS) 

is a global multi-carrier shipping/
manifesting system that automates 
freight quote, pick, pack, and ship. 
ECS is integrated with multiple carri-
ers e.g. FedEx, UPS, DHL, USPS, 
TNT, Purolator, LTL, and TL as well 
as with freight forwarders. 
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Achieve Operational Excellence in Inbound & Outbound Logistics, finally! Schedule a Live Demo today. 
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